TRC maintains a Facebook “group” page at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/therallyeclub/ hereinafter called the “FB Group.”
Policies/Practices for the FB Group:

The FB Group is considered to be a public face for TRC and not appropriate for
internal communications (or disputes). TRC officers, board members, appointees
should always be aware that the membership (and others) are watching. We should
always strive to communicate effectively, and in a positive manner.

To avoid confusion or “collisions”, keep the number of admins for the FB Group
to a minimum (usually no more than 3 or 4), consisting of the president, the webmaster,
the publicity chairman, and perhaps another board member.

It is generally inappropriate to delete others’ posts without bringing someone else
into the discussion. "Editing wars" are confusing for rallyeists. Posts which are
derogatory, negative, or assert someone else’s motivation or “fault” may be removed by
an admin, pending resolution of the disputed issues.

If an admin feels it is necessary to edit or remove someone else’s post, let them
know and discuss it with them respectfully.

If disagreements arise when editing posts for the FB Group or associated events,
bring a third party from the Board into the discussion and try to get consensus on what
the posting should be. Disagreements should be private and/or offline from the FB
Group. “Flame wars” or other negative exchanges may result in both parties been
blocked temporarily until issues can be resolved.

Deleting someone else’s access to the FB Group as part of a disagreement is
unacceptable behavior and may result in the person who did the delete being blocked or
deleted themselves.

The new web site is considered under construction until determined otherwise,
either by the webmaster, or a vote of the board. Until that time, it's ok to link to or
mention the new site as a "work in progress" or "under construction."

When creating FB Group events for rallyes, the creator/moderator should not be
the only “host”. Include the rallyemaster to the host list. When the RM joins the event,
they, too will be able to edit/correct content as they see fit.


The FB Group event for the next upcoming rallye should be “pinned” so as to
appear at the top of FB Group.
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